De Havilland Model Railway Society
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Ludwick Way Methodist Church
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EXHIBITS
Stand #

Title

Description

1

Albanrail

Trader specialising in G gauge.

2

Southgate Auctions

Local trader in model railways.

3

LCGB

Locomotive Club of Great Britain.

4

RCTS

Railway Correspondence & Travel Society.

5

Snow in the Glen

Scottish narrow gauge layout set in the 1920’s

6

Ditchford Treacle Mine

A light hearted narrow gauge layout

7

Pelham Street

OO Layout by St Neots MRC

8

Hardwick Road

N Gauge country station layout.

9

John Dutfield

General model trader from Chelmsford.

10

Buntingford & West Mill

A depiction of a real life railway about 1910.

11

Happisburgh Goods

A depiction of an ex-Great Eastern Goods Yard.

12

Dorivale

A resurrected narrow gauge layout.

13

Joe Lock

Second-hand models.

14

Len Bunning Books

Railway books galore.

15

Ludwick Shed

A DHMRS members new 00 gauge layout

16

Sankley

A fictitious place a few miles north of Gillingham.

17

Mosquito Falls

Canadian logging layout still under construction.

18

Poetry on 45

G Scale that you can control yourself.

19

Under Hockney Skies

A quirky N gauge layout.

20

Shabbey Road

Children’s layout in aid of local hospice.

21

De Havilland MRS Club stand

Second Hand models etc.

22

Havil Junction (1920’s)

De Havilland MRS’s permanent 00 layout.

Cover photograph - Ludwick Shed

INTRODUCTION.
Welcome to our 2016 Exhibition, and I hope that you will appreciate this year’s selection of
modellers’ work, covering as wide a variety of subjects, periods and scales as space permits. I
am particulary pleased to have Mosquito Falls, our North American logging model, and
Ludwick Shed, built by one of our members, on show. We also have Shabbey Road to keep the
young at heart amused.
If you have an interest in joining the club, do speak to any of our members today. If you would
like to know more about how the models are built or operated, do ask the exhibitors.
If you enjoyed today’s show do tell your friends about it. We hope to see you again at our next
exhibition on 22nd April 2017.
Malcolm Olver, Chairman DHMRS.

REFRESHMENTS - Drinks and snacks are available on the ground floor
FIRST AID - Please ask at the refreshments area, a steward or at the cash
desk
For details of the Society & its layouts see our website at
www.dhmrs.co.uk
We hope you enjoy your visit and you are inspired to have a go.
Questions about the hobby? Feel free to ask layout operators,
or one of the stewards.

EXHIBIT DESCRIPTIONS
1. Albanrail
Email chapmanredbourn@btinternet.com Tel:01582 792013

Gauge: G

Albanrail return with their demonstration layout using a selection of electric-powered
locomotives, rolling stock, buildings and accessories showing how much can be achieved in a
small space to provide fun for all the family. The layout is all constructed from set track and out
of the box stock, showing the quality and detail that relatively cheap ready to run items in this
increasingly popular gauge provide.
Speak to us today about joining the fastest-growing part of “The World’s Greatest Hobby”. On
show are some of the exciting range of trains and accessories, most representing 3ft narrow
gauge North American railways, which can make your dreams reality.
Please note that though G scale is generally weather resistant ground conditions may dictate
what can be displayed and operated.

2. Southgate Auctions
Phil Tel: 020 8803 2245
Local trader from Potters Bar Toy Fair with a selection of second hand locos, wagons and
coaches etc.

3.

LCGB

www.lcgb.org.uk

Tel:01442 251540

The Locomotive Club of Great Britain (LCGB) is a national railway enthusiast study group and
the St Albans Branch is one of eight regional groups located around England. Meetings are
arranged at the Chiswell Green United Reformed Church Hall from September to May each
year. The meetings begin at 19.30 hours and the subjects cover a wide group of railwayrelated subjects. A suggested donation of £3 per head per evening brings more than two
hours of railway-related entertainment, plus half-time refreshments. For further details,
please contact Murray Eckett on 01442-251540 or email murray@mustang100.plus.com.

4. Railway Correspondence & Travel Society (RCTS)

www.rcts.org.uk

The Society today is represented by the Hitchin Branch, who will have on sale RCTS
Publications, second-hand books, slides, photographs, DVD's & other items of interest.
Our branch meetings are held in two centres locally, one at The Hitchin Christian Centre,
Bedford Road, Hitchin, which is on the second Wednesday each month starting at 19:30,
(except August when we have an outing to a place of railway interest), the other is on the last
Tuesday afternoon each month (except August & December) starting at 14:15. at The
Methodist Church, Ludwick Way, Welwyn Garden City.
Visitors & guests are always welcome at both venues. Admission is free, but a donation to help
defray costs is welcome & allows participation in the raffle & includes tea / coffee.
We look forward to seeing you. For a programme of meetings, please collect one from our
stand or visit our website www.rcts.org.uk. or contact our secretary Dave Elsdon on 01438
714277 or email Hitchin@rcts.org.uk.

5. Snow in the Glen
Gauge: O - 16.5 Narrow
The layout is set in December 1924 in the remote Kintyre Peninsula of Scotland, near the town
of Machrihanish. It depicts a steam powered sawmill started in the late 19th century by Henry
Bell, a relative of the famous Henry Bell of Comet steamship fame. Originally a horse drawn
tramway of 2ft 3in gauge, it was converted to steam at the turn of the 20th century. The mill
supplied sawn timber from the local forests, but at the outbreak of the First World War
expanded rapidly to supply railway sleepers, and sawn wood for pit props and shoring for the
trenches. This resulted in a line being laid to link up with the local narrow gauge line of the
same gauge, so that the products could be shipped abroad from the local port. Local freight
and passenger services also operate on the line.
After the end of hostilities, business continued to boom and the acquisition of re-gauged war
surplus stock saw the introduction of internal combustion locomotives, including Simplex and
Dick Kerr. Steam engines also run on the line including Hunslet, Andrew Barclay, Baldwin and
Manning Wardle.
The layout shows a typical working day following a fall of snow. Logs are run into the top mill,
and exit as products from the lower level. There is also a boiler house, small loco servicing
facility, and station on the through line.

6. Ditchford Treacle Mine
belmontbloke@btinternet.com

Bruce Farr
Tel: 01933 626755

Gauge: 009

A very light hearted look at Narrow Gauge Industrial Railways. ‘Treacle Ore’ is transported
from the mine to the processing plant, barrels of treacle are moved from the plant and
shunted into sidings, then marshalled together to be taken away into the big wide world. Look
a little closer to find other amusing little cameos.

7. Pelham Street
Tel:01480 384518

Chris Dales St Neots MRC
christopherdales11@gmail.com

Gauge: OO

Pelham Street is a club layout and was conceived as an easy first step into railway
modelling for a group of club members who wanted to move on from the 'train set' stage.
The layout is based around the use of British Railways Speed link services in the city of Lincoln.
It is totally fictional although it has been inspired by photographs in books and the internet.
Operating the layout in a realistic manner and understanding the reasons behind the
movements is something new to many in the group. The layout can be operated on DC
analogue or DCC systems. As the layout is small, the rolling stock has been chosen to give us
maximum operating potential, representing the period 1984 to 1990. Smaller diesel locos are
the most effective.

8. Hardwick Road
d_smith80@sky.com

Dave Smith
Tel: 0793 159 1233

Gauge: N

Hardwick Road is a country station surrounded by a variety of light industries, including a
metal scrap yard, the station is serviced by two platforms with a passing loop.
The scenery and layout is in no particular area of the country which allows for a variety of
stock to be used. The houses on the outskirts of the station would therefore be occupied by
people who work in the industrial area the other side of the station. There is also a small
amount of farming being done in the area both arable and livestock. I hope you enjoy viewing
the exhibit and if you have any questions then please feel free to ask.

9. John Dutfield Model Railways

Email : heatherwilkinson@btconnect.com

Wards Yard, 133 Springfield Park Road, Chelmsford, Essex. CM2 6EE

Tel: 01245 494 455

This trader from Chelmsford has an Aladdin's cave in the shop in Chelmsford in which you'll
find offerings from all the major and many of the smaller manufacturers. Only a small selection
of their offerings can be brought to the show among which will be Superquick, Metcalfe, Ratio,
Wills, EFE, OOC, P & D Marsh, Slaters, Springside, Dapol, Graham Farish, Alan Gibson, Parkside
Dundas, Harburn Hobbies, Tower (0 gauge), Lenz, Woodland Scenics & some RTR items to
show the range available. Voted Bachmann Retailer of the Year 2004. Mail order is available on
the majority of items.
In addition to all the new stock there is normally a changing selection of second hand in the
shop. For further details and prices speak to us, phone or e-mail for further information.

10. Buntingford and West Mill
The Buntingford Railway & Local History Society

Gauge: N

This N gauge layout depicts a real life railway showing the scenery of the Buntingford and
West Mill stations on the Buntingford branch at a period about 1910. Note the signal box at
the other side of the West Mill crossing and the grain warehouse, both removed at a later
date. The rolling stock, however, consists of anything that travelled on the branch from 1910
up to the closure in 1964 for passengers and 1965 to goods traffic.

11. Happisburgh Goods
www.the modelrailwayclub.org

The Model Railway Club
Tel: 020 7837 3686

Gauge: 0

‘Happisburgh Goods’ depicts an ex-Great Eastern Goods Yard in the British Railways era of the
1950’s and early 1960’s. It originally formed part of the much larger and well-known layout
‘Happisburgh’, which was seen at many exhibitions up and down the country and appeared
regularly in magazines. The main layout was sold to a private buyer in 2011 but the Goods Yard
lives on!
The buildings are mostly scratch-built and are typical of those found all over East Anglia. Of
particular note is the Goods Shed, originally constructed by Geoff Pember way back in the
1950’s.
We try to operate the layout in a prototypical manner. A goods train arrives and wagons are
removed to various locations by
the yard shunter. The arrival
locomotive then departs ‘off
stage’ whilst wagons are shunted
around the yard until a departing
train has been made up at which
time the loco returns to be
coupled up and take it away. Vans
are pushed into the Goods Shed
via the head shunt which runs
straight across the cobbled
surface area which is also used for
vehicle access. This manoeuvre is

usually carried out by a double ended Sentinel steam shunter which was acquired following
the demise of the shunting horse.
Stock is authentic and realistically painted and weathered, representing the interesting
steam/diesel transitional period.

12. Dorivale
Tel: 01438 813073

David Percival
Gauge: 009

This 4mm:1ft scale 009 layout was constructed in the 1970’s as part of a proposal for a narrowgauge leisure railway in Stevenage. After a few years it fell into disuse and for 25 years the
baseboard was stored in a garden shed. When ‘rediscovered’ in 2014, all that remained of the
scenery was the platform with a broken fence, a warped card-built hut and half-a-dozen
straggly trees.
Leaving the track layout unaltered, the
layout was extensively refurbished and
additional features were added. With
new locomotives and rolling stock, it
now represents a ‘working’ narrowgauge railway of about 2ft (60cm) gauge
– the location and period of which are
left entirely to the viewer’s imagination.
Coal and timber are the main traffics in
one direction, while potash 9in small ‘tipper’ wagons) and iron ore are carried the other way.
Trains of the respective empty wagons run in the opposite direction. Occasional passenger
trains are usually formed of one coach but sometimes a van is attached for carrying mail and
parcels.

13. Joe Lock Model Railways

email: joseph.lock105@btinternet.com Tel: 07866 641215

Joe Lock has been trading in good second-hand model railways for many years, and offers a
complete selection of items from track, small accessories and control equipment through to
wagons, coaches and locomotives. Joe is a member of the Hornby Railway Collectors'
Association, Gauge 0 Guild, and the Bluebell Railway. Please take the time to view what is on
display and do not be afraid to ask any questions. He is very interested in buying model
railways of any age, gauge or amount so if you have anything to sell or part exchange, please
ask him for advice.

14. Len Bunning Books

Tel: 020 8902 9796

For your Second-hand Railway Book needs.

15. Ludwick Shed

Steve Hughes

Contact through the De Havilland Model Railway Society

Gauge: 00

Ludwick Shed is a fully operational 00 DCC controlled layout depicting a steam shed in the late
1960's. Suitable for LMS, LNER and SR but not GWR. You may even see some of the new
diesels appearing during the day.

16. Sankley
michael.mr.webber@btinternet.com

Mike Webber
Tel: 01932 344174

Gauge: P4

Sankley is a fictitious place a few miles to the north of Gillingham and east of Wincanton. It is
a Southern station with connections to the Somerset & Dorset and the Great Western. The
period is 1948-50 allowing the running of locomotives and carriages in four liveries: late
Southern, the Somerset & Dorset had become London Midland & Scottish by that time, and
Great Western, all waiting to be repainted, and stock already in the new British Railways
colours. Goods stock could have come from anywhere.

In our imagination this “might have been” town was in a prosperous agricultural area. Freight
movements reflect this but all trains are relatively short, being limited by the length of the
station (and the fiddle yard behind the backscene). Passenger trains have to be no more
than two carriages with push-pull and railmotors arriving quite frequently.
Sankley was entered in the Scalefour Society’s 18∙83 Challenge held at the Scaleforum
Exhibition in September 2005. Judging was by visitors to the exhibition and resulted in the
layout receiving a Commended award.

17. Mosquito Falls

De Havilland MRS

Gauge: ON30

Our Canadian logging layout has a fictional link with our society. There being a company De
Havillands (Canada) which built aircraft such as the wooden Mosquito bomber during the
Second World War and that still exists today (unlike the founding De Havillands company in
England). Thereafter a new company De Havillands Timber was founded to supply the aircraft
factory with the highest quality timber.
The end result, still under construction, is an ‘L’ shaped layout consisting of three separate
dioramas. By breaking the layout into three, it has been possible to design it in a modular
form, giving flexibility in layout plan and allowing future expansion. The original board
comprising the first diorama was put to one side for a while, whilst work went ahead on two
more sections. One is a corner mountain and trestle bridge diorama the other a loading yard
and logging area. Both are on display here for the first time, albeit in uncompleted state.

Mosquito Falls bridge under construction.

18. Poetry on 45
Andrew Starr

De Havilland MRS

Gauge: G

The scale of approx. 1:22 gives us narrow-gauge trains on 45mm (gauge 1) or 32mm (gauge 0)
with locomotives driven from track power, live steam and batteries. The so-called “garden” or
“G” scale uses modeller’s licence to cover a range of scales, to fit favourite prototypes on to
popular track. Enthusiasts of the larger scales love to “play trains” and indeed, railways in the
garden require compromises which are practical as opposed to finescale. Not least of which –
you can see the detail; and it must be strong enough to survive outdoors. Today’s exhibition
will display some modified ready-to-run stock; some kit-built or –bashed stock; and one or two
items of scratch-built wagons. Most of these models are faithful to real prototypes of US
railroads in the woods; sometimes the prototype photo only turned up after the model was
finished!
19. Under Hockney Skies

Reg Harman

reg.harman@ntlworld.com

Tel: 01992 422042

Gauge: N

This is a quirky little N gauge layout that might fit any little corner at an exhibition – or
anywhere else for that matter. The scenery and colours from a humble attempt to echo the
wonderful landscape paintings of British master David Hockney. A range of fields rises towards
the distance while the foreground is occupied with the main and branch platforms on two

separate circuits. Various trains run round these on a largely continuous basis, mostly modern
diesel on the main and older steam on the branch. No complex routes or shunting but plenty
to entertain viewers – or puzzle them!

20.

Shabbey Road

De Havilland MRS

Gauge: 00

An Underground Ernie DIY (Drive It Yourself) layout intended purely for fun and mainly for the
youngsters and the young at heart!
ALL MONEY COLLECTED FROM THIS LAYOUT GOES TO THE LOCAL ISOBEL HOSPICE.
Though the layout is for fun, the people manning the layout have a vast fund of knowledge on
model railways between them and will be happy to discuss ideas or offer advice (without
liability) to those at all stages in the hobby.

21.

De Havilland Model Railway Society Club Stand and Second Hand Stall.

22. Havil Junction

De Havilland MRS

Gauge: 00

Havil Junction is the Society’s permanent layout based somewhere in the industrial West Riding of
Yorkshire, and operated this year as a joint Midland and Great Central Railway concern. Connections
in the north and west bring through trains from Leeds, York and Sheffield, while to the south,
Nottingham is the first major town. Locos from the Midland, LNWR, L&Y, GCR and GNR are to be seen
along with post grouping classes.
Today Havil
Junction is
running in the
period 19301935. As a
secondary route,
the passenger
train locomotives
are mostly the
lower powered
types, suited to
the shorter trains
typical of such
lines. You will see
a few wagons in

pre-grouping liveries. It took many years to repaint or replace all the pre-grouping stock and
standardisation had not long started.
There is heavy coal traffic, and Havil Junction has an up mineral relief line, worked under permissive
block. Because of their low speed, mineral trains are allowed to run closely following each other
within a single signalling block, increasing the capacity of the line. There is no additional down line
because the lightly loaded empties can run faster and therefore don’t block the path of other trains.
The layout is over fifty years old, but we still make changes to it. This year we have added some new
buildings behind the station and rebuilt the road past the coal yard. The back scene to the warehouse
and loco shed has been completed. There are many horse drawn vehicles, and typical of the early
thirties, a few motor cars and lorries. The Havil Corporation Tramway provides a frequent service,
again, typical of most larger towns and cities at this time.

Enjoy a great day out by special train!
Departures from London, Welwyn Garden City, Potters Bar, Stevenage, Watford
Junction to destinations including
North Devon, Isle of Wight, Carmarthen, York, Portsmouth, Scarborough, Edinburgh,
Northumbria, Iron Bridge.
BELMOND NORTHERN BELLE
We are delighted to be able to announce a series of one-day excursions aboard the
Belmond Northern Belle
MAIN LINE STEAM EXCURSIONS
With Tornado
DIESEL AND ELECTRIC TOURS
With classes 60, 66, 67, 68, 73, 90, 92 etc
JAVELIN SPECIALS
Enthusiast excursions in partnership with Southeastern Trains
CLASS 159 SPECIALS
In partnership with South West Trains – Everything’s fine on a 159!
125 SPECIALS
In partnership with East Midlands and Great Western Trains
FIRST CLASS DINING
Let our expert chefs and stewards make your day really special!

Contact us
Web - www.ukrailtours.com
Email - info@ukrailtours.com
Tel – 01438 715050 Post – PO Box 350, Welwyn, AL6 0WG
Office opening hours – 09:00 to 17:00 Monday to Friday

We hope you enjoyed your visit and to see you again at next
years’ show on 22nd April 2017

